
WHOLE SCHOOL NEWSLETTER 

December 2022 

 

Dear Parents and Guardians  

 

As we approach our winter break, I would like to give you an update on some of our 

strategic development work and news since my last newsletter in October.  

On 31st October, RGS Riyadh was honoured to welcome Sir Steve Smith, the prime minister’s 

special representative for education to the Kingdom. Sir Smith was accompanied by Ms. 

Joanne Ryan, Head of Education and Training, Mr. Sam Dickson, International Strategy 

Advisor, and Ms. Ola Taif, the Economic liaison Officer.  

 

Our guests were welcomed by our head girl, Kenzy Mostafa, and were given a tour of the school.  They watched a few 

special performances by our students and cheered the participants of our house matches.  Sir Smith addressed our 

students in the atrium and gave them an inspirational message about the importance of education. 

 

Although RGS Riyadh is endorsed by Cambridge, to further enhance our quality of education and facilities, we are 

seeking accreditation from the Council of British International Schools (COBIS). The COBIS model is internationally 

acclaimed and incorporates high professional standards inspired by best practice with a focus on safeguarding, 

student welfare, and well-being. 

 

RGS UK has once again been recognized as the top independent Co-ed Day School in the South-East region of 

England and the 3rd in UK based on performance (Sunday Times, UK Independent Schools table 2023).  These awards 

are importantly aligned with other awards for Pastoral Care/Wellbeing, Social Mobility, etc. We, at RGS Riyadh, are 

inspired to follow in RGS UK’s footsteps and look forward to improving our school further and being the top school in 

Riyadh. Our vision is to be an innovative, forward-thinking international school, leading the global sector with best 

practices that provide children the opportunity to be nurtured into global leaders in an environment of inclusiveness, 

compassion, empathy, cooperation, and competition. 

 

From the Principal… 

Sir Steve Smith 

https://www.facebook.com/RGSRiyadh
https://www.instagram.com/rgsriyadh/
https://twitter.com/RGSRiyadh
https://www.linkedin.com/company/rgsriyadh/


 

Our school has completed its first quarter and is well into its second. As we reflect on the many blessings we must be 

thankful for, the first thing that comes to mind is our excellent examination results. I would like to take this 

opportunity to celebrate our student success.  It gives me great pleasure to inform you that our student Sevin Aryan 

Fernando won five awards, including top in the world for Mathematics. We are all looking forward to Sevin being 

acknowledged for his outstanding performance in the 2022 IGCSE examination at the Cambridge Awards ceremony, 

which will be hosted by RGS Riyadh in January. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are also very proud of Kenzy Mostafa’s achievement.  She has been awarded the prestigious Henry Smith 

Scholarship (Honorary) which recognizes pupil excellence. (Reigate Grammar School UK was founded in 1675 through 

the vision, generosity and philanthropic support of Henry Smith, a successful London merchant and alderman.) This 

scholarship award is to be formally introduced for the next academic year, for those students with significant talent 

and potential for entry to sixth form (Years 12 and 13). Part of the scholarship is a paid trip for a week to England to 

be part of Reigate Grammar School UK community and take part in lessons and activities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year we are also thankful for our growing school.  We now have over 800 students who come to RGS Riyadh 

every day to learn and live by our core values – they give us all a daily reminder of what is important and why we are 

here. We are thankful for our teachers, assistants, administrators, and parents who all care about student 

achievement and have the best interests of our students at heart.  

 

 

Kenzy Mostafa 



 

Safeguarding / Wellbeing 

Reigate Grammar School Riyadh is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children. Our students' 

social and emotional well-being is a key priority for us. We have continued to encourage our students to be open 

about their experiences, so that they know it is always safe to disclose concerns to a trusted member of staff. We 

continue to build on an environment that teaches students to behave respectfully towards each other, and to respect 

personal and physical boundaries. Because we believe in core values of inclusivity, we have delivered this message 

consistently through assemblies this month, to ensure these values are upheld and the behaviour of our students is 

always viewed as exemplary. 

An assembly was conducted on the 27th of November to remind all the students regarding the school’s behaviour for 

learning policies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to wish you all a wonderful winter break and a prosperous New Year. For those celebrating Christmas, 

may the season bring only happiness and joy to you and your family. 

 

Warmest regards, 

Ann Philip 

Our current Designated Safeguarding Leaders are: 

DSL – Mr. Sajid Khan (whole school) 

sajid.khan@rgs.edu.sa 

DDSL - Mrs. Asma Safadi (HS & CSS) 

asma.safadi@rgs.edu.sa 

DDSL – Mrs. Victoria McFadden (Early Years) 

victoria.mcfadden@rgs.edu.sa   

DDSL – Ms. Tayyeba Khan (Primary) 

tayyeba.khan@rgs.edu.sa 

The high school now has a new guidance counselor, 

Ms. Tulin Kasimaga.  She will be helping our Years 12 

and 13 students with all university applications and 



The nursery children have had an exciting month learning all about how things grow. This is always a fun theme. They 

planted seeds at the start of November and watched them grow. The children were extremely excited to take their 

plants home on Thursday and show them to their parents.  

Reception’s Theme for November was animals from around the world and their habitats. They have learned lots of 

interesting facts about farm, polar and jungle animals, and in December will be focusing on Desert animals.  

The children have been working hard on learning their phonics and we are now focusing on making sure the children 

are secure in the phonics taught so far, we have started to introduce sight words. These are words that children must 

be taught to recognize as they cannot be sounded out. 

 

From the Early Years 



Field Trip 

Years 1 and 2 field trip was a success at Al 

Khayala Equestrian club. Students got to feed 

and ride the horses. They learned about 

different breeds of horses, especially the Arab 

horse. 

Anti-Bullying Campaign 

For the weekly campaign students learned what 

bullying is and what to do if you are being 

bullied. Students learned how to identify 

bullying when someone is being rude or hurtful. They also learned about different types of bullying such as physical 

and emotional bullying.  

Parent teacher Interviews 

Parent teacher interviews took place where parents had the chance to discuss their child’s progress with their teacher. 

Feedback was a success and parents were happy to meet one on one with their child’s teacher. 

Academics 

In Math there was a big focus on telling the time and measuring space. Students enjoyed practising with rulers and 

clocks. In Science, students were discovering different materials and their properties. They started with rocks and now 

we are moving on to changing materials such as gas and liquids.  

Recycling 

One big topic students looked at was recycling. Students learned about reusing materials. This coincided with our 

science lesson on natural and man-made materials. Students are now learning that we can recycle man made 

materials such as glass and plastic and how this can help our environment. 

Life Cycles 

Year 1 students created frogs from their life cycle unit. This was a fun activity merged with Art. Students learned how 

a frog developed from a tadpole. 

 

 

From the Lower Primary School (Years 1—2) 



Tis the season for everyone! 

Dear Parents, this will be our last newsletter of 2022. As this term comes to an end, we are able to reflect on all of the 

wonderful things that have happened throughout the term. We have been delighted to offer our full curriculum. 

Children have enjoyed school visits and we have enjoyed welcoming you to our Parent teacher interviews. We are 

looking forward to some more exciting events like the Crazy Hat Day and an end of term class party. 

I hope the winter break allows us all to get some much-needed down time and that we can rest up for the term 

ahead. I wish you well, and I thank you for your tremendous support this term; you have been brilliant following our 

school routines and that is a 

success that we can share.  

The Year 3s, 4s and 5s went to 

the opulent Nofa wildlife 

sanctuary to enjoy an "African 

Safari” and admire wildlife in 

its natural habitat.  Much to 

the delight of our students, 

they were given the amazing 

opportunity to drive around 

the park in ‘open top trucks’ 

amongst over 700 animals. 

Students had the opportunity 

to identify and ask questions 

about the many animals that 

were taken care of at the 

resort. They represented their school with excellent manners and sophisticated etiquette while experiencing the 

fascinating qualities of each animal. 

 

From the Upper Primary School (Years 3—5) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Year 3 students engaged in a colourful skittles experiment. Students were excited as they observed and wit-

nessed the magic of colours mixing to form a beautiful rainbow colour that resembled the petals of a flower. They 

were all ecstatic to perform the experiment. The highlight of the day was when they ate the skittles as a reward for 

the nice work they produced. They also took part in an activity where they had to separate mixtures, using different 

equipment. They used magnets, a sieve and their hands as part of the experiment. 

 



The Year 4s are busy experimenting with different types of ‘materials’ in our science lab. Can you predict what will 

happen when we combine hot milk and melted chocolate?  

Every brushstroke creates a stunning image 

Islamic calligraphy is the artistic form of calligraphy and handwriting that is based on the Arabic script and is 

practised in countries with a shared Islamic cultural history. It features Ottoman, Persian, and Arabic calligraphy. Our 

students transformed into skilled and enthusiastic global explorers in Year 5 as they explored the significance of art 

in civilizations around the Arabian Gulf. 



RGS-R would like to highlight some of our students' recent accomplishments as we draw closer to the winter break. 

 
Mathematics Department  

The annual "Math-a-thon" mathematics tournament was held for high school students from November 14 through 

November 17. All high school students participated in the initial round of multiple-choice questions. The top 50% of 

pupils then advanced to the second round of difficult questions, which included word problems with various 

arithmetic themes. The top pupils then participated in an intense game of jeopardy. The highlight was the nerve-

wracking final round of the rapid-fire questions, in which a person from each group was put to the test on their 

mental agility.  

 Well done to all the students who participated and especially to our winners: 

Years 6-7: Mohammed Rayyan Jawad, Shreyansh Goyal, Youseif El sheik, and Shifa Musa.   

Years 8-9: Yassin Haroun, Mohamed Asal, Md Shifan Wasif, Jinali  Jain, and Aarav Arora   

Year 10: Hyunseo Song, Asad Bangash, Oliver Mincher, and Jannah Mujahed     

Years 11-13: Muhammad Hamza Hashim, Hamzeh Belbeisi, Sakshith Kotha, and Angana Brahma   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science Department 

World Science Day was observed on November 10th. World Science Day strives to demonstrate that science is all 

around you and a part of everyone's life, even if you are not a scientist or researcher. Celebrating World Science Day is 

an approach used to make science interesting and to encourage students to study. The following World Science Day 

activities were enjoyed by the students: 

• Years 6-8: Small fun experiments 

• Year 9-10: Rap Song- science 

• Years 11-13: Memes related to science 

From the High School 



 
World Science Day in Pictures 

 



English Department 

For our students at RGS-R, drama performances were a thrilling experience for both the performers and the 

audiences. Students participated in acting and producing plays and novels that they are currently learning in English 

literature studies. The finest children's book, Skellig and Wonder, was acted out by year 7 students, who did an 

outstanding job. The year 9 students chose a more difficult topic and studied passages from the classic stories War 

Horse and George Orwell's famous book Animal Farm. On The 100, the Year 10 girls had a dramatic performance. 

The Year 11 girls took their performance from the novel 1984 and presented the idea of control and power by the 

menacing big brother. Last but not least, the Year 11 boys displayed their acting talents in R.C. Sherriff's war drama-

play, Journey's End. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Humanities Department 

Students in the Global Perspective classes recently did some interesting research projects.  

Year 7: “Vegetarianism and beliefs about foods”   

Students were asked to deliver presentations and projects about their own perspectives on food beliefs. The topic of 

discussion was whether eating meat or being vegetarian is healthy. 

 

 
 



Year 8: While exploring the topic on “Pollution” students researched water and air pollution to find causes, sources, 

effects, and possible remedial steps to improve and reduce pollution. 

Year 9: “Scarce Resources”-Not only did the students research renewable and non-renewable resources of their 

choice, but they also had to find out about any conflicts that these may have caused in the past. They have also 

looked at scenarios that could lead to lose-win or win-win outcomes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Art Fiesta 

On November 24, students attended Art Festival Day on the school grounds. On this day, numerous art-related 

activities were carried out with students from all year levels. Each activity having many accessible booths, like face 



Desert Camp Trip – Red Sands 

 

English as an Additional Language (EAL) 

Congratulations to Ms. Rebecca Hudson on being promoted to Head of Department (EAL). Ms. 

Hudson’s expertise and dedication are highly valued and appreciated by staff and students at RGS 

Riyadh.  

 

Learning Support 

Field trips have been the highlight of this month’s activities at school. Our students have enjoyed 

these opportunities, which wouldn’t have been possible without the help of the learning support 

assistants on these trips. A big appreciation shoutout goes to our staff members who have 

sacrificed their personal time to accompany their students on the school trips.  

Our students in the secondary school also enjoyed participating in the English department’s 

performances. They demonstrated exceptional communication skills and self-confidence, and we are very proud of 

their contributions.  

It is exam season in senior school. Exam accommodation is being put in place and we are 

grateful for the senior school staff and examination committee for all their efforts in 

supporting our students. The learning support staff have started sharing good practice 

through staff led workshops. Building our team’s efficacy is the most effective strategy to 

improve provision and student progress.  

 

 

Our seniors have started supporting students in the SEN and LS department. Six of the seniors 

are tutoring learning support students in Mathematics and Sciences. Some senior students 

are helping in the SEN classroom, modeling play skills, and teaching our students how to 

take turns and share while playing. They have also supported the students during 

computer lessons, helping them with hand over hand activities to manipulate the mouse and 

images on the screen. 

Workshop on writing 

scaffolds led by Ms 

Mariyum Babar. 

CELEBRATING 
EXCELLENCE 

Combined Support Services 



 

In our culturally diverse environment, promoting awareness of cultural similarities and differences contributes to the 

inclusive nature of our school. The LOTE department strives to reflect pride in the rich cultural and linguistic 

backgrounds of our students.  

The physical environment showcases these values, promoting the importance of emotional wellbeing and pride in our 

diverse cultures. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Students across the school have been engaged in writing 

activities developing their communication skills in Arabic and French.  

In Arabic classes, students prepared and presented research projects about different Saudi cities, celebrating our host 

country’s beauty and culture. 

  

 

 

Languages Other Than English (LOTE) 



  

In French, Y4 students learned how to use descriptive vocabulary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Creativity is an important component of any writing task. Some of the Y9 students learned how to summarize a story 

using creative methods in Arabic lessons. Learning becomes fun when students collaborate and work together.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We would like to welcome Ms. Ala Rommel and Ms. Ann Elkest to the LOTE department. 

Danube Field Trip 

Special Education Needs (SEN) students were introduced to the Math topic of ‘Money”. They learned to identify and 

add value to Saudi Riyal notes. To consolidate the lesson, our students had an opportunity to visit Danube in 

Qurtobah, for a hands-on shopping experience.  

Students were supervised as they wandered through the aisles, calculating prices of items against the allowances that 

they were given. The produce section proved quite popular. Students took their time to pick fruit and delighted in 

having it weighed. They felt grown up and made promises to do all the shopping for their families.  

The field trip also enabled our students to demonstrate 

their social and emotional growth in a safe, public setting. 

They understood the value of turn-taking and delayed 

gratification. Our students were excellent ambassadors for 

our school as they interacted respectfully with the staff of 

Danube.  

We would like to thank the manager, Mr. Mohammed Ishaak 

and his wonderful team, for welcoming our students and 

facilitating this interactive learning experience. 

SEN Newsletter 



More field trips to come… 

As the weather in Riyadh has become milder, we hope to use the opportunity to arrange more field trips, for more fun 

and interactive experiences. 

 

Please note that the last day of school is Thursday 15th December, and 
students need to be picked up from school at 12 p.m..  The school 
reopens for students on Monday 9th January 2023.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow us on: 

 

@RGSRiyadh @RGSRiyadh @RGSRiyadh @RGSRiyadh 
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